FEATURES & BENEFITS

“Universal Face-After” shelves designed to mount small items conveniently in the front or rear of a rack while providing outstanding cable management and small device tie down points. These shelves feature the unique ability to mount a faceplate after the shelf is installed and populated, providing an attractive and secure covering.

- Universal Face-After design holds small items in front or rear of rack
- Accepts mounting of a covering faceplate after installation and population
- Steel construction with black powder coat finish
- Note: must be installed using standard 10-32 or 6mm rack screws into rackrail
- Includes 2 space face panel

GENERAL INFO

Finish: Black
Component Type: Vertical Inside

ASSEMBLY/INSTALLATION INFORMATION

Mounting Points: 2

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes
Greenguard: Yes

**DIMENSIONS**

Capacity Weight (US): 35
Depth (US): 8
Height (US): 1.07
Width (US): 19
Rack Units: 1

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

Static Load Capacity: 35
Material: Steel